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Cryptopenology VI: 

Sizing Up Early Lifetimes, and The DuViscoloid Code – Cracked! 

By Daniel Kirchheimer 

Vulcanite may not be more logical than Radite, but in the case of Sheaffer’s early 

Lifetime pens, it might be larger…and, a longstanding mystery’s likely solution 

It is well known among collectors that Sheaffer made Lifetime pens from hard rubber in 

the flat-top design for several years before the introduction of equivalent celluloid 

models. However, I’ve observed that few know more details about the model evolution 

that occurred during the hard rubber period, and a few misconceptions expressed in 

online discussion forums have caught my attention of late, so I’m going to attempt to add 

some depth to the subject herein. 

I’m also going to present an explanation for an intriguing Sheaffer cipher that had long 

remained a puzzle -- until now. 

Simple Fiction – Complicated Fact  

Early in my collecting career, back when bell-bottoms were “in” for the first time, I 

established a mental picture of the early portion of the Sheaffer oversize flat-top 

Lifetime’s model development that I think many collectors share: There was a hard 

rubber version with gold-filled clip, lever, and cap band, and the barrel and cap had 

“ribbon” chasing but lacked the yet-to-be-created White Dot. This was followed by the 

replacement celluloid (what Sheaffer called “Radite”) version that was identical in 

external dimensions but the chasing was gone and the new White Dot adorned the top of 

the cap. There seemed to be some variations in feeds and nib markings and such, but 

examples all seemed to fall into one of the two categories. Note that for the purposes of 

this discussion, I am limiting the scope to the basic models, not versions with upgraded 

trim, and I’m further focusing on the largest (“oversize”) pen offered; evolution of the 

short or the subtly-varying thinner models is left for another day. 

As often happens, the complications of reality intruded into this simple notion. Most 

glaringly, there were those ads from the very early days of the Lifetime that clearly 

showed pens that not only seemed to lack the ribbon chasing, they didn’t even have cap 

bands. Furthermore, rather than having the elegant Sheaffer’S logo on the clip, the earlier 

SHEAFFER-CLIP stamp is shown (Fig. 1). 
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Did such a beast exist, or was it a re-use of 

part of a “cut” for an earlier non-Lifetime 

pen? Many years after first seeing this ad, I 

happened upon a similar pen (albeit zig-zag 

or what I like to call “EKG” chased). Not 

only was it becoming clear that the story of 

the hard rubber Lifetimes wasn’t going to be 

as simple as I had surmised, but an 

examination of the pen revealed a surprising 

fact – it was distinctly larger than all the 

other flat-top Lifetimes I’d handled, whether 

hard rubber or Radite, whereas I had 

assumed that an oversize was an oversize 

was an oversize. 

The research and discoveries continued, and 

though I am not prepared to consider this a 

definitive treatment of the topic, I do think it 

is valuable to lay out what I have found to 

date. 

Background  

Some facts to frame what is to come: 

Sheaffer trademarked the term “Lifetime” 

on December 27, 1921 as registration 

number 173,423, and they claimed it had 

been in use since April of 1920. The White 

Dot symbol, representing coverage of the 

Lifetime guarantee to the article so marked, 

was trademarked as registration number 

217,404 on August 31, 1926, based on a 

March 14, 1925 application. Therein, it was 

claimed that the mark had been in use since 

September 25, 1924. 

Introduction to the Generations  

I’m going to lay out the model progression of the hard rubber oversize flat-top Lifetime 

pens as I currently understand it. I will structure the discussion by labeling generations of 

models, but I don’t want too much read into that terminology, and I want to caution 

against assuming that what is to follow is complete or comprehensive. I recognize that 

there may well be interstitial models, or even major products of which I am presently 

unaware; it may also be that some models I’ve identified as distinct are just 

contemporaneous varieties, variations, or oddities. Also, the sequence seems right based 

on the data I have reviewed, but I am prepared for corrections in that domain as well. The 

term ‘generation’ may really be too grand; several of the versions vary in only very minor 

respects from the models that precede or follow them. 

Generation 0: The Pre-Lifetime  

Figure 1: Lifetime Pen with "SHEAFFER-

CLIP" 
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When Sheaffer first introduced the Lifetime pen in a catalog, they made it clear that the 

pen was built on an existing model fitted with a particular nib and graced with a new 

guarantee on that nib. The existing model was Sheaffer’s largest pen – the model 8, or, 

more precisely, the 8C, where the ‘C’ indicated the presence of the optional clip (the clip 

was standard equipment on the Lifetime version) (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2: Catalog detail 

 

The 8C was quite a large pen – just as long as, and noticeably fatter than, a Waterman 

No. 56; indeed, as far as I have been able to determine, Sheaffer never made a larger flat-

top fountain pen. The barrel was about 3.4 inches long, and the cap measured a dramatic 

2.6 inches – about 3/16” longer than the cap of the future Parker Duofold Senior. In its 

basic outfit, it had no cap band, and its lever and SHEAFFER-CLIP-marked pocket clasp 

were nickel finished. It could be had in a smooth finish or with “EKG” chasing on barrel 

and cap. 

1st Generation: The Lifetime Debuts 

The largest version of the first Lifetime pen was merely an 8C with a LIFETIME nib, 

according to Sheaffer’s circa 1920 catalog. Therefore, by definition, it shared all 

attributes with that existing model, including its generous dimensions. Upscale versions 

were offered with 14K gold trim, but the entry-level Lifetime was bandless and had the 

more modest nickel trim. 

2nd Generation: Clip Updated, Cap Shortened  

Sheaffer changed their clip imprint from the rather artless SHEAFFER-CLIP stamp that 

had served since the beginning to the more elegant stylized Sheaffer’S company logo in 

1922, based on advertisements of the day. In addition to acquiring this new clip imprint, 

the cap on the oversize Lifetime pen was also shortened by almost 1/8” judging by the 

example I analyzed, though the barrel dimensions were unchanged. Given the paucity of 

examples I had, I cannot say with certainty that the clip change and the dimension shift 

went hand-in-hand. 

3rd Generation: Barrel Shortened  

This species is the most speculative. I have a smooth hard rubber oversize Lifetime flat-

top that has a 14k gold clip but lacks a cap band; due to the latter, I place this model 

before the versions that bear a cap band as standard equipment (see below). However, it 

seems to be a distinct variety from the 2nd generation pens, because there is a dimensional 

difference: the barrel is almost 1/8” shorter, and given the overall trend, I therefore place 

it after the longer 2nd-generation model. 

4th Generation: A New Chasing Pattern, and Upgraded Trim  

In 1923, judging by ads and catalogs, the Lifetime received a bit of a makeover. A new 

“ribbon” chasing unique to the Lifetime line and consisting of groups of longitudinal 

lines was now applied to the base model, and it’s not clear that smooth pens could still be 

had (except in the fancier 14k-trimmed versions). All Lifetime pens now had the more 
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upscale gold-filled trim, and they also sported at least a 1/8” cap band. However, there 

were no dimensional changes to the cap or barrel when compared to the 3rd generation 

described above. The White Dot was still a year in the future, so these pens lacked that 

detail. 

5th Generation: The Dot 

As mentioned above, Sheaffer trademarked the symbol that represented their Lifetime 

guarantee – the White Dot – in 1926, but they claimed that the first use of the symbol was 

on September 25, 1924. Though relatively scarce, 4th generation-style Lifetime pens are 

found with the White Dot on top of the cap; in all other respects under discussion here, 

they are identical to those earlier pens. This configuration represented the final version of 

the hard rubber Lifetime pen; celluloid was about to take over as the material of choice 

for the flagship line. 

Changeover: The Rubber Meets the Radite 

In June, 1924, according to Sheaffer per Sheaffer historian Roger Wooten, production of 

celluloid (Radite) pen parts commenced, though hard rubber pens Lifetime continued be 

available for a time; both types appear in Sheaffer’s December, 1925 catalog A2. Though 

the hard rubber Lifetime pens, in their basic trim, were ribbon chased, the Radite versions 

were smooth. In most other respects the pens were the same, though an examination of a 

sample group shows that the Radite pens’ barrels are fairly consistently about 1/10” 

shorter than their hard rubber counterparts. I am not convinced that this difference is by 

design, as it has been observed that celluloid pens often shrink a bit over time, as 

numerous Sheaffer pencils with waistline gaps demonstrate. 
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Here is a table that summarizes the changes through the generations described above; 

changes from the previous version are highlighted in bold. Dimensions represent typical 

examples. 

 

Gen. Material Chasing Dot Clip Band Cap Barrel 

Pre-

Lifetime 

HR EKG/Smooth No Nickel 

SHEAFFER-
CLIP 

No 2.6” 3.4” 

1 HR EKG/Smooth No Nickel 

SHEAFFER-
CLIP 

No 2.6” 3.4” 

2 HR EKG/Smooth No Nickel 

Sheaffer’S 

No 2.5” 3.4” 

3 HR EKG?/Smooth No Unknown 

material 

Sheaffer’S 

No 2.5” 3.3” 

4 HR Ribbon No Gold Filled 
Sheaffer’S 

Gold 

Filled 

2.5” 3.3” 

5 HR Ribbon Yes Gold Filled 

Sheaffer’S 

Gold 

Filled 

2.5” 3.3” 

Radite Celluloid None Yes Gold Filled 

Sheaffer’S 

Gold 

Filled 

2.5” 3.2” 

 

Figures 3-5 show three views of a series of examples corresponding to each of the 

generations described, with the earliest pen on the extreme left, to allow a visual 

comparison of the changes to the models’ dimensions and features over the years. 
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Figure 3: Lifetime generations – barrels 
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Figure 4: Lifetime generations – caps 

 

 
Figure 5: Lifetime generations - cap tops 

 

Cryptocryptographicpenology!  

That would be the study of mysterious cryptographic matters relating to pens, of course. 

In this instance, the code I shall discuss relates to those first Radite pens made by 

Sheaffer. 

Sheaffer researcher Roger Wooten noticed some years ago that a small but significant 

fraction of Radite pens bear a small letter impressed on the flat end of the pens’ barrels. 

This intrigued him, and he began amassing observations about the code letters that 

appeared and correlations with other attributes of the pens. Roger concluded that the 

letters appear only on early production – the first few years. However, the specific 

meaning of the code remained a mystery. 

Roger observed that there seem to be only three codes: C, D, and F (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6: Early celluloid Sheaffers showing code letter on barrel 

 

All three codes are seen on black, Jade, and Coral (or “Rubic”) items, but cherry-red pens 

such as the Secretary and loaners that have a code letter always bear the C. The codes do 

not appear on pens in later colors such as the pearl and black. 

After discussing this issue with Roger, I began to ponder and to formulate candidate 

solutions. One of my early thoughts was that perhaps Sheaffer needed to identify which 

curing building or method was used on each pen so that if problems with shrinkage, 

warpage, or other deterioration developed after sale, Sheaffer could more easily narrow 

down the source of the problem. I couldn’t find any evidence to support that notion, 

however, and I couldn’t see a reasonable explanation under that scenario for a non-

contiguous code system that didn’t start at A. Roger furthered this reasoning by 

suggesting that perhaps the codes tracked which DuPont celluloid factory or supplier 

supplied the material for each pen. 

Sometime later, I re-examined this issue. I reasoned that given that the letters did not 

seem to be simple sequence indicators, they might be initials – initials standing for 

names. Combining that logic with my supposition that the code letters were for Sheaffer’s 

use in tracing the origins of deteriorating pens, I wondered if perhaps the codes directly 

represented the names of suppliers of celluloid stock. Roger and I both recalled that 

DuPont was among that group, which would fit with the developing hypothesis (D might 

stand for “DuPont”), so I set out to find the names of the others. 
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I remembered seeing a mention of a contract dispute with DuPont in Walter A. Sheaffer’s 

unpublished autobiography, which was supplied to me by Roger Wooten, so I thought 

there might be information therein about other suppliers. I located the section that 

discussed that matter, and I came across the following passage: 

“We told the four pyroxylin makers – DuPont Viscoloid Co., Fiberloid (now a 

division of the Monsanto Chemical Co.), Celluloid, and the Nixon Nitration 

Works – that if they would give us the exclusive right to two colors, all shades of 

red and all shades of green, for two or three years, we would spend a million 

dollars to change the fountain pen industry over from rubber to pyroxylin and that 

we would give each one of them one-fourth of our business. We finally entered 

into a signed agreement with all of them.” 

I realized that each of the known codes corresponded with one of these suppliers: 

C = Celluloid Company 
D = DuPoint Viscoloid 
F = Fiberloid 

And so, the code is cracked at last! Um, except for the small matter of the missing N that 

would correspond to pens made of celluloid supplied by Nixon Nitration works… 

When I reached this point in the formulation of the hypothesis, it seemed that there might 

be several possibilities to explain this gap: Nixon may not have actually provided 

material to Sheaffer; pens made of Nixon material received no stamp, much as coinage 

made at the Philadelphia mint lacks a mint mark (no letters from numismatists about 

wartime nickels, please!); or, of course, the theory is simply wrong. 

I thought the first explanation – that Nixon did not actually supply material to Sheaffer – 

to be the most likely if the overall hypothesis was correct. But why, if Sheaffer promised 

to order one-fourth of their celluloid from Nixon, would Nixon have seemingly failed to 

supply any plastic to Sheaffer at the outset of Radite pen production? A search of area 

newspapers from the time period in question revealed what I believe to be the answer. 

As mentioned above, according to Sheaffer, celluloid pen production commenced in June 

of 1924. However, on March 2, 1924, the following item appeared in The New York 

Times: 
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The next day’s paper reported that the records of Nixon Nitration were destroyed in the 

disaster. 

It is my conclusion that due to this terrible tragedy, Nixon Nitration Works was unable to 

fulfill its contract and supply celluloid to Sheaffer during the early period of Sheaffer 

production, and that therefore the explanation presented here for the meaning of the 

barrel codes on those early Sheaffer pens is correct. 

Updates  

My “Cryptopenology” column in the previous issue of The Pennant mentioned that even 

after Sheaffer stopped offering its Lifetime guarantee on all its White Dot pens, the solid 

gold Masterpiece Snorkel of the 1950s bore a Lifetime nib. Jim Mamoulides’ publication 

of the Sheaffer 1948 catalog’s model lineup revealed that the all-gold Masterpiece and 

the 14K-capped Crest Masterpiece of that period had Lifetime nibs as well. Interestingly, 

the models with those same designations in the previous year’s catalog are shown with 

apparently altered nib depictions – the “LIFETIME” text has been erased. 
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